TOP 20 TASKS

VIRTUAL

to outsource to a

A S S I STA N T

that will actually make you money on
social media.

There is a lot of information out there about how to
generate leads and opportunity on So here are our top 20
tips on tasks to outsource to a VA that will free up.

Unfortunately, consistency is something that is hard to
achieve when you are a business owner juggling many hats.
So here are our top 20 tips to outsource to a VA to free up
your time, maintain consistency and actually make money
on Social Media!

You can learn a bit more about us here
www.linkedva.com

Need some helping hiring the right VA?

If you’d like to get a bit more 1 on 1 help with how to hire a
fully trained social media ready virtual assistant,
book in a time to have a chat with us here

BOOK A TIME

You can learn a bit more about us here
www.linkedva.com

01. CONNECT WITH YOUR PROSPECTS

This can be a very time consuming activity so providing your VA with a description of
your ideal client and having them search and connect with them on LI is a great way to
ensure a highly consistent level of growing your database and pool of prospects.

02. LIKING & COMMENTING

Engaging with your community is a massive part of any social strategy. Being seen, and
being seen consistently is key. So, have your VA like and comment on a set number of
posts each day to ensure you are constantly being seen - this will help establish you as
an expert.
Bonus tip - Have your VA respond to comments on your own post. Showing
appreciation for those who engage with your content will encourage more of it!

03. ENDORSE YOUR CONNECTIONS

People love endorsements! Not only is this a great way to have your name and
face continue to pop up on yours and your prospects’ feeds, it is also a really great
conversation starter when they turn around to thank you.

04. DATA GATHERING

LinkedIn is the world’s biggest business database and whilst you can’t export a list of
your connections’ contact details you CAN have your VA sift through your connections
to manually pull out emails and phone numbers to build your database.

05. JOIN GROUPS

Groups on LinkedIn are highly undervalued. Having your VA join relevant groups
provides 2 large benefits:
1. Expands your reach
2. Helps you find and connect with prospects.

Need some help hiring a fully trained,
social media ready Virtual Assistant?

CLICK HERE

01. MANAGE YOUR FACEBOOK GROUP

If you manage your own facebook group as a way of targeting prospects you know how
much time that can take and if you don’t already do this - now is the time to.
Our tip would be to have your VA manage every element of running this - reviewing and
accepting join requests, schedule and post, comment and engage with the community
and create events.

02. RESPOND TO MESSAGES

Whether you have a group, page or just a standard account, having your VA keep on top
of enquiries that come in through Messenger will give you a greater chance of success!
The sooner you get back to someone the more likely they are to convert and a VA has
the time to monitor this that you don’t!

03. SHARE STORIES

Stories are a great way to keep at the top of mind in your community. Have your VA
schedule out their time to share content on your story regularly and consistently!

04. CONTENT RESEARCH

Content creation can be very time consuming, and so can thinking of ideas for content.
To save your time in doing this, you could have your VA sift through groups, pages and
accounts that are in a similar space to you to get ideas for new content.

05. SUPPORT YOU WHEN YOU GO LIVE

It can be tricky monitoring the chat while you are live so have your VA jump in at the
same time and they can act as customer support when viewers ask questions.
BONUS TIP: This can also be done on webinars or any other sort of live video streams.

Need some help hiring a fully trained,
social media ready Virtual Assistant?

CLICK HERE

01. SCHEDULE AND POST CONTENT

There are a lot of tools out there to help you schedule content but most of the time
they don’t actually do it for you. Working with a VA would allow you to schedule out
your posts to deliver around the clock content, helping you reach your prospects
worldwide and consistently!

02. FOLLOW YOUR PROSPECTS

Have your VA use key words such as “accountant, coach, marketing, real estate etc” to
help you find people on Instagram who fit into your target market and follow them!
Want to up your chances of a follow back? The extra time your VA has will allow them to
like and comment on your prospects as well, increasing your chance of a follow back.

03. ENGAGE RELEVANT HASHTAGS

Another way to up your followers is by engaging with posts using certain hashtags that
are relevant to you. The more you can engage with your target market the more likely
you are to have them follow you.

04. DIRECT MESSAGING

Very few people take advantage of direct messaging on Instagram for lead generation
and when they do, it is usually done very poorly and bordering spam. Your VA has alot
more time than you do, which allows them to have better conversations to give value
and nurture your followers.

05. CREATE INSPIRATIONAL QUOTE POSTS

An easy way to fill your account with content is outlining a few of your favourite quotes
and have your VA design up a nice graphic that you can post.

Need some help hiring a fully trained,
social media ready Virtual Assistant?

CLICK HERE

EVERY PLATFORM
01. TRACK THE ACTIVITY

Whilst consistency is the most important part of any social strategy, it’s no good if
you aren’t tracking what is happening and what the results are. Have your VA set up a
tracking system to record the numbers that are going out and what is coming back so
that you can refine your strategy and maximise opportunity.

02. UPDATE YOUR CRM

A Database is a massive part of any marketing strategy, but keeping a CRM up to date
can be very time consuming… and boring. Employing a VA to manage this is a great way
to ensure your CRM is consistently kept up to date and organised.

03. CONTENT MANIPULATION

Imagine if you could just record a quick video and have that turned into 10+ different
types of content? Have your VA transcribe your video content, edit them in to micro
videos, create photo posts, quote posts etc. to give your accounts versatility and
maximise reach for the least amount of effort

04. TRANSCRIPTION

As well as video transcriptions, a massive time saving recommendation we would give
is to voice record your sales/client notes, send these through to your VA and have
them transcribe and upload to your CRM. This maximises your time talking to clients/
prospects and reduces time wasted on admin.
BONUS TIP - Check out an app called RecUp - It will allow you to record notes and
upload them straight to a drop box for your VA with the press of 2 buttons - ‘start
recording’ and ‘end recording’.

05. IDENTIFY PROSPECTS

Your Social Media VA will be spending all their time on your profiles, that means they
can monitor ALL activity. Prospects have a way of slipping through the cracks so having
your VA monitor engagements with your content as well as incoming enquiries to
identify prospects and notify you straight away means you can
1. Not worry about wasting time sifting through the fluff
2. Get on to prospects while they are hot!

Need some help hiring a fully trained,
social media ready Virtual Assistant?

CLICK HERE

Need some helping hiring the right VA?

If you’d like to get a bit more 1 on 1 help with how to hire a
fully trained social media ready virtual assistant,
book in a time to have a chat with us here

BOOK A TIME

You can learn a bit more about us here
www.linkedva.com

Thanks for downloading, we hope this helps and

HAPPY
OUTSOURCING!

